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a b s t r a c t

We first introduce three challenges in the procedural modeling of digital architectural heritages and then

present a general framework, which integrates several machine intelligence and semantic techniques,

e.g., the ontology design approach, pattern mining, auto-annotating and rule reduction, to improve the

procedural methods in architectural modeling. Several evaluations and experiments are also presented. The

experimental results illustrate the improvements following our approach.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The aim of digital heritage is to construct or record cultural
objects accurately with digital techniques and then to manipu-
late, represent and express these cultures with proper multimedia
methods. Among these cultural objects, ancient architecture is an
important heritage. Because it requires a huge cost to construct
architectural heritages individually and manually due to their
various styles and complex textures, many researchers are focus-
ing on the problem of automatically modeling architectures.
Because the architectural heritages that need to be digitally
rebuilt may have been destroyed or may not have existed, only
a few ancient literatures have recorded the facades of architecture
heritages; 3D scanning methods [1,2] or image-based modeling
[3–5] methods are not applicable in such cases of modeling
architectural heritages. Under this condition, the procedural
modeling method may be an optimal approach because the styles
of architectural heritages are naturally clustered by their region
and historical age. The procedural modeling approach can gen-
erate a large number of architectures with similar styles and
facades very quickly, and then, artists may easily make further
revisions to construct accurate digital architectural heritages.

The procedural method has been approved as a useful
approach in urban modeling. It employs procedural rules, which
ll rights reserved.
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are controlled by a specific grammar, the basic units in architec-
ture (or urban architecture), to randomly generate the models by
combining the basic units with the procedural rules. With the
proper grammar and units, the procedural method could produce
large numbers of architectures with similar styles very quickly.

However, there are several weaknesses; e.g., it is hard to
obtain the procedural rules, and there is a low success rate for
architectural models as well as a lack of annotation for digital
architectural heritages, which constrain its further implementa-
tion in digital heritages. In this paper, we address the weaknesses
of the current procedural method in modeling digital architec-
tural heritages and attempt to integrate several semantic techni-
ques into the current procedural modeling methods. In our
approach, we first investigate the deep connotations of those
drawbacks and then propose a general procedural modeling
framework with semantic techniques. Finally, we introduce a real
case of ancient Chinese architecture modeling with this semantic
procedural framework. To evaluate the improvement of the
semantic procedural modeling processing, a measurable variable
is defined, and the corresponding experimental results are com-
pelling and encouraging.
2. Related works and challenges of procedural modeling in
digital architectural heritages

The procedural method is a hot topic in architectural auto-
modeling due to its simple parameters and fast generating speed.
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It first occurred in the shape grammar [6] that was implemented
in architectural analysis and new style construction. Then, a
L-system based grammar was introduced in procedural urban
modeling [7], which used recursive grammar to divide the
patches and to place the buildings. In addition, a new grammar
named split grammar was designed by Wonka [8] that generated
the house model via transforming, scaling, extruding and splitting
the basic geometrical units. Additionally, these two above tech-
niques have been integrated into one interactive urban modeling
system [9] and have achieved impressive success in the virtual
heritage project of the ancient city of Pompeii. Another popular
procedural method [10,11] employed the basic architectural
components on the semantic level, such as windows, walls and
gates, and generated models by combining these semantic com-
ponents. The other technique that should be mentioned is
modeling with the control of natural language [12,13]. However,
these systems are limited in two aspects: it is hard to guarantee
the coherence of logic in natural languages, and ambiguities
inherent in languages make it difficult to describe some target
scenes. Recently, a new approach that implements the existing
specific styles on the new instances of architecture via interaction
has been introduced by Daniel [14], which rudimentarily learns
the architectural style from the existing models and reproduces
similar architectures; thus, interesting and possible solution are
provided to extract the rules in procedural modeling.

Although procedural methods have achieved impressive suc-
cess in architectural auto-modeling, these methods still suffer
from several problems (or challenges).

1. The first challenge is how to enhance the capability of

procedural methods in complex architectures. The procedural mod-
eling task becomes difficult when the style of architecture is
intricate, which means a greater complexity of the basic units and
a greater obscurity of the procedural rules and grammars. Build-
ing those complex architectures with procedural methods is quite
a heavy burden for designers. Extracting the procedural rules for
these complex architecture styles is quite difficult, and they are
not reusable for different architecture styles, which means that
designers may have to redesign the procedural rule systems for
different architecture styles.

2. The second challenge is how to auto-annotate the generated

models properly when using procedural methods. In digital heritage,
rather than only generating the models of heritages, we should add
some cultural explanations for these models or parts of these models
to present the culture to the public. The traditional procedural
modeling method cannot support these notes, and annotating the
generated models manually will require a large amount of labor.
Therefore, how to auto-annotate the models in the procedural
modeling method may be the second challenge. There are also many
works that attempt to implement semantic techniques into the
digital heritage applications [15–17]. One of the most useful techni-
ques in digital heritage is semantic annotation, which employs
ontology to extract structured knowledge from the natural language
description [15]. It may reduce the manual work for the general case;
however, for a digital architectural heritage case with a special
historical (or regional) background, the method may fail due to the
absence of concept libraries within the corresponding special scopes,
e.g., we cannot annotate the heritages of the Chinese Sui Dynasty
with the concept libraries of Ancient European heritages. In parti-
cular, for the current procedural modeling approach, extracting the
structured semantic components from the generated models and
annotating them are impossible.

3. The third challenge is how to boost the efficiency of the

procedural methods. The efficiency of the procedural methods does
not refer to the temporal performance; it represents the success
(generating desired models) ratio of the procedural methods.
When using the procedural methods to generate models, only a
few of them are desirable, and we will obtain many more bio-
products that are of the incorrect combination, incorrect topology
or incorrect style models. This is caused by the redundancy of the
procedural rules, which are obtained manually and subjectively.

The above three challenges are concerned with the share-
ability, scalability and reliability of the procedural methods. In the
next section, we will introduce intelligent semantic techniques
for procedural modeling and attempt to achieve the requirements
of those challenges.
3. Procedural modeling solutions with semantic

Here, we first analyze the challenges in procedural modeling
methods from the viewpoint of semantic and machine intelli-
gence and then present our solutions with detailed intelligent
semantic techniques.

3.1. Intelligent semantic viewpoint on the challenges

Machine intelligence has received great success in computer
graphics [18] and visualization [19]. Additionally, procedural archi-
tectural modeling can also be regarded as a similar problem [20]. In
digital architectural heritages, the aim of procedural modeling is to
generate architectures with a specific style, which can be described
by an ontology concept from a semantic viewpoint, consisting of
a knowledge library (i.e., the procedural rules), an entity set in
the specific style of architecture (i.e., the basic geometrical units in
the procedural methods) and the transferring function among the
knowledge library, entity set and model instances [20,21].

Therefore, the first challenge can be described by how to
design the ontology corresponding to the complex architectures.
The advanced features of ontology will provide more powerful
tools for designers. With the description of ontology, designers can
also use some graph mining techniques [22] to find the hidden
topology and combination patterns for complex architectures. The
rules can be shared among different styles with common ontological
parents. The second challenge will be represented by auto-generating
the annotations from the ontology definition. The third challenge is
concerned with both the procedural algorithms and the selection of
procedural rules when generating models. Either irrelevant proce-
dural rules or improper algorithms will lead to the low efficiency of
the modeling system.

From the viewpoint of ontology, designing entities is easier in
practice. A simple intuition design may refer to the natural compo-
nent categories of architecture, e.g., the roof, window and wall. The
three challenges are all concerned with the ‘‘goodness’’ of the design
for the knowledge library. To achieve the ‘‘good’’ knowledge library,
we should reduce the redundancy in the procedural rules, which are
introduced subjectively.

Because all of these procedural rules are manually extracted by
architects, most of them are empirical and imprecise. The knowl-
edge library may be highly redundant, which is a major drawback,
especially when we generate a single style of architecture, such as
ancient Chinese styles or ancient Indian styles. The redundancy in
the knowledge library can be summarized as follows:
�
 The rules in the knowledge library will describe several styles
of architecture, so it is redundant to a specific architecture
style. It is called other-style redundancy [21].

�
 Some general rules should be shared by multiple architecture

styles, i.e., the gate and wall combination rules of ancient
Chinese architecture may be the same as that of ancient Indian
architecture. This redundancy is called share redundancy [21].

�
 Some incorrect rules may be introduced due to mistakes made

by the architects. If these rules are included in the generation



Fig. 1. Our solution for a semantic procedural architecture modeling system.
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of the architecture, they will affect the generated results. This
redundancy is called incorrect-rule redundancy [21].

�
 There may be more than one rule that refers the same combina-

tion or topology relationship of a specific style. Obviously,
redundancy occurs due to knowledge repetition. This redun-
dancy is called repeating redundancy [21].

The drawbacks of redundancy are obvious.
�
 The incorrect rules in a knowledge library will produce unrea-
sonable architectures, e.g., the gate may lie upon the window or
the roof may lie below the pillar. This is the concern of the third
challenge.

�
 Because the knowledge library contains rules for multiple styles

that share the same rules, ‘‘un-unified’’ styles and unexpected
structures will be generated, which means that the architectures
may be hybrid styles. For example, some architectures may
contain an Indian roof and a Chinese mainframe.

�

1 In our system, the basic units are the actual architecture components in

architectonics [20].
The redundancy and incorrect rules will decrease the perfor-
mance of the modeling system. Users need to generate a
large number of instances and only obtain a few satisfactory
results.

3.2. Details of our approach

Here, we discuss a new approach for procedural modeling
systems to overcome the limitations of the challenges. In our
approach, we use ontology to improve the design of complex
architectures, to find the hidden pattern for the complex archi-
tecture style by implementing data mining methods, to share the
rules for different styles, to auto-generate annotations for archi-
tectures, and to reduce the redundancy of the procedural rules
by feature selection methods. The framework of the solution is
shown in Fig. 1.
3.2.1. Ontology design

The challenges of procedural methods require simplifying the
design task for complex architectures. The ontology technique has
provided many useful tools and protocols in the concept repre-
sentation, and it particularly adapts to distinguish similar con-
ceptions. In our approach, we first design the basic hierarchical
architecture components to construct the entities set V in ontol-
ogy; the basic units are all described in a semantic XML format
[11], and all of the characteristics and relationships among the
components are regarded as the knowledge library R in ontology.
A sample is given as follows:
V¼f‘roof’, ‘wall’, ‘shopwall’, conjunctwall’,

‘floor’, ‘column’, ‘house’, ‘base’g

R¼ f

house :: base9wall9roof ;

wall :: shopwall9conjunctwall;

wall :: shopwall9column9shopwall9conjunctwall;

g

where V is the semantic component set, and R is the knowledge
library.

Then, the generation of models can be regarded as a function
FR(V) that employs rules from R and basic components from V to
generate the architectural models. If the generated model w

belongs to the desired architectural heritage style, we denote it
as wAW , where W is the instance set in ontology. Obviously, W

refers to all of the models generated by FR(V) (procedural method)
that belong to the correct heritage style, and it is an infinite set.

Therefore, our solution in complex architectural procedural
methods design does not obtain the procedural rules and basic
units.1 On the contrary, we design them along the hierarchical
conceptions of the architectonics category and approach our target
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from the parental concept and similar concepts from the ontology
operations, such as knowledge reusing and overlapping [23].

3.2.2. Pattern mining

In our procedural modeling system [11], architecture models
are stored in a XML format that combines both the combination
and topology information. As the XML organizes the data with
structural tree labels, we use some cluster-based algorithms [24]
to discover the frequent combining pattern from both the raw
model data and the verified data, which is shown in Fig. 1. There
are two pattern mining methods, manual structure mining and
auto-structure mining. Manual structure mining begins from the
pre-defined combining pattern and filters the patterns with high
frequencies, and auto-structure mining does not use the pre-
defined pattern templates but enumerates several possible tem-
plates and then searches for frequent patterns with the enumer-
ated templates.

3.2.3. Automatic annotations

There are two kinds of annotations for architecture heritages
in our approach. One includes the annotations for single compo-
nents, which present the cultural background or its features; the
other one contains the annotations for combination patterns,
which present the description of specific spatial combinations of
the basic units. In our approach, the annotations for components
are based on the ontology, which present possible aliases for the
components and some simple annotations. When generating models
in procedural modeling, the aliases and simple annotations, along
with the used components, are also added to the models. How-
ever, this method needs a designer to add the annotations to the
corresponding components manually; therefore, we employ a
components annotation library, which contains the explanation of
the heritages and can be generated from encyclopedias or online
Wiki sites. Then, the components described by ontology can match
their corresponding annotations from that library, which is similar
to Tukka’s method [17].

The combination annotations generated in our approach are
based on the combination annotation library, which is presented
by the designer and consists of the following pattern rules:

½½c1�Tc2�L½c3c6c7�R½½c4�Bc5�D-Description

All of the geometric objects in our shape grammar are within
a boundary box shown in Fig. 2, and we also define six spatial
relationships for the combinations, which are ‘‘Top(T) of the object’’,
‘‘Down(D) of the object’’, ‘‘Left(L) of the object’’, ‘‘Right(R) of the
object’’, ‘‘Front(F) of the object’’ and ‘‘Back(B) of the object’’. With
X

Y

O

Top (T)

Right (R)

Down (D)

Back (B)

Left (L)

Boundary
Box

Front (F)

Z

Fig. 2. The representations of boundary box and coordinate for a spatial object

used in our approach, and this figure also shows the six spatial control terms in

our shape grammar.
these spatial control terms, experts could easily present their own
domain knowledge on the spatial combinations of the scenes. For
example, the roof of a Southeast Chinese house may be constituted
with two components: a roof center (c1) and a roof body (c2). The
roof center lies on the top of the roof body; therefore, we can
express the roof as the following:

Roof ¼ ½c1�Tc2

In the above example, ‘c3c6c7’ means that the three objects are
placed in alignment with the X-axis.
3.2.4. Rule reducing

As the redundancy problem impair procedural modeling, it
should be removed when modeling. The rule reduction consists of
two steps, one is designing the measure, which could evaluate the
performance of the rules that are used. It also represents the
correlation between the model data and the rules that are used.
The other step is the rule selection algorithm, which should find
the optimal rule set quickly based on the predesigned measure.

The correlation measure, which is the most important factor in
rule reduction, could introduce many machine learning methods,
such as correlation analysis, information theory, granule and
margin theory. Here, in our approach, we use a granular-based
correlation measure.

In addition to representing the goodness of the current rule
set, a good correlation measure will also benefit the selection
algorithms greatly because most computation costs in selection
algorithms are spent on correlation computation.

In our solution, for the modeling rules reduction, a roughness-
based correlative measurement function is used [25,21].

P represents the rules in P that can be certain with respect to
the desired architecture style and is calculated as follows:

P ¼
[

r98w where wAW , r=2K , w¼ FK[frgðVÞ and rAP
n o

ð1Þ

Here, P is a subset of the whole knowledge library U, and V and W

are the entity set and instance set of ontology, respectively.
Similarly, P represents the rules in P that can be possible with

respect to the desired architecture style, which is calculated as
follows:

P ¼
[

r9(w where wAW , r=2K , w¼ FK[frgðVÞ and rAP
n o

ð2Þ

Here, FK[frgðVÞ refers to the process of utilizing the rule set K [

frg to combine the basic architecture components V into an
architecture heritage as shown in Fig. 3.

The optimal procedural rule set can be calculated as follows:

Pn¼ arg max
9U�P9�9U�P9

9U�P9
�
9P9�9P9

9P9

 !

In our implementation, the K is normally initialized as several
basic architecture modeling rules, which is necessary for the
desired style architecture generation. Then, for testing each rule
r in P for whether the w¼ FK[frgðVÞ is the correct style ðwAWÞ, see
Fig. 3. Similarly, U�P and U�P can also be defined by testing the
rule r in the rule set U�P (U is the whole knowledge library) for
whether the w¼ FK[frgðVÞ is a correct style model.2

Because the search space is incredible large (it is 2N when there
are N rules), we should add some heuristic strategies or present
some approximate substitutes in our selection algorithms.3
2
8wAW can be determined by enumerating a large number N of instances;

we believe that the negative condition will occur when N is large enough.
3 More details please refer our previous publications in [23,21].
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Fig. 3. Implementation of our architecture modeling system [21].

Fig. 4. Experimental results of the virtual heritage of Hefang Street, Hangzhou, China.
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4. Evaluations and results

In our virtual heritage project, building a large number of houses
manually is a heavy burden, so we considered using semantic
procedural methods in our task. We first used the procedural model
system, which could generate a semi-style and semi-structure in
ancient Chinese architecture and then adjust the details by our
interactive toolkits [11]. We aimed to build Hefang Street, which is
shown in Fig. 4, in Hangzhou, which used to be the commercial
downtown of Hangzhou (it was the Capital of the South Song
dynasty from 1217 to 1279 and is now the capital of Zhejiang
province). We also used the semantic procedural modeling method
to construct the virtual Jing-Hang Grand Canal both with 3D models
and historical annotations [26]; the results are shown in Fig. 5. The
Jing-Hang Grand Canal is the longest ancient man-made canal in
the world.

We also implemented intelligent and semantic techniques to
reduce the rule set and to find the optimal procedural rule subset
for ancient Southeast Chinese architecture models. Our modeling
system [11,23], which aims to automatically generate a similar 3D
style and similar structural ancient Chinese architecture models,
works as shown in Fig. 3. The modeling has been aided by an
ontology technology to unify the notion definitions [20]. The 3D
models are generated by randomly assembling the basic house
components under a series of first order logic grammar rules.
As the rules are concluded subjectively, there may be much
redundancy in the entire rule set, which will lead to a low
efficiency ratio H (for the definition, please refer to Fig. 3), and
thus, the number of satisfying models is rather low. In our
modeling system, the rules applied during generation are similar
to the features in classification; they need to be filtered with the
proper method, e.g., the method in Section 3.2.4. Using a good
rule set will generate architecture models as accurately as
possible. Here, the modeling problem is especially sensitive to
the rules that are used; less control rules will decrease the styles
of the models, even though they can have a very high efficiency
ratio. Therefore, rule selection should maintain the integrity of
the subset with respect to the modeling cases.

4.1. User study evaluation

In this section, we describe a user study comparing our
semantic procedural modeling approach with the CityEngine
[27], which is a commercial procedural modeling toolkit based
on the works of Mueller et al. [9,7,28].

To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we invited 10
graduate students from different backgrounds, all of whom were
familiar with computers but none of whom had previous experience
with professional 3D modeling. We spent 30 min training each
participant with our semantic procedural modeling grammars and



Fig. 5. Experimental results of Jing-Hang Grand Canal generated by the semantic procedural approach.

Table 1
User study results for the average efficiency ratio of five experts.

Participant CityEngine (%) Semantic (%)

1 29 40

2 40 55

3 50 55

4 25 65

5 75 90

6 47 75

7 63 80

8 15 32

9 16 29

10 28 44

Average 38.8 56.0
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another 30 min for the CGA grammars of CityEngine [27,9],4 in a
randomized order. Then, the participant was shown a sequence of
photographs of ancient Southeast Chinese architecture and ancient
urban blocks in random order. The participants were required to
design the procedural grammar system to produce architectures and
blocks with the same style as those in the photographs, with a
maximum of 30 min spent on each task. Half of the participants
began with CityEngine, and half began with our semantic approach.
We then used each grammar system designed by the participants
to generate 20 instances of ancient Chinese architecture heritages;
thus, each participant produced 40 instances, 20 by the CGA
grammar in the CityEngine and 20 by our semantic procedural
approach. After that, we invited five heritage experts to divide these
instances into ‘‘correct models’’ and ‘‘incorrect models’’ depending
on whether their styles belonged to the ancient Southeast Chinese.
We used IC

Wi
and IS

Wi
to denote the incorrect model number

generated with CityEngine and with our semantic procedural
approach, respectively, for the ith participant. The corresponding
correct model number generated with CityEngine and our approach
is denoted as IC

Ri
and IS

Ri
, respectively. For the judgment of each

heritage expert, we calculated the efficiency ratios (efficiency of the
rule set) of CityEngine and of the semantic approach as follows:

HC
i ¼ IC

Ri
=ðIC

Wi
þ IC

Ri
Þ, HS

i ¼ IS
Ri
=ðIS

Wi
þ IS

Ri
Þ ð3Þ

The average efficiency ratios of the five experts for each
participant are given in Table 1.5

We believe that the comparison of the efficiency ratios in
Table 1 illustrates that the grammar system designed with our
approach was consistently more efficient than the grammar
system conducted by CityEngine. Using a t-test analysis, the effect
of the grammar system on the model’s efficiency ratio was
statistically significant with higher than 99% confidence.

In the second phase of our user study, the five experts would
discuss and rank the instances in each group6 and then chose the
best instance from every group of 20 instances. Then, we obtained
the two-model pairs from each designer; one model was gener-
ated by CityEngine, and the other model was generated by the
semantic procedural approach.

In the third phase, another 10 graduate students who had not
participated in the previous phase were asked to compare the
two-model pairs designed by the same student based on their
quality and coherency of style and make a decision on which one
of the two-model pairs was better. The models are rendered by
4 The tutorial is available in the ‘‘Help’’ section of CityEngine.
5 Here, we did not present the standard deviation of each efficiency ratio

because there are fewer differences among the five experts in the decision

between incorrect or correct.
6 Here, each group refers to the 20 instances generated by either CityEngine or

the semantic procedural approach of each designer; the experts will discuss and

come to a consensus about which one is the best model in each group.
third-party commercial software and could not be distinguished
as to which procedural modeling approach was used to create
them. We call these 10 graduate students reviewers and call the
previous 10 graduate students users. Before the reviewers began
their judgments, we spent 10 min to familiarize them with the
style of ancient Southeast Chinese architectural heritages.

The comparison of the reviewers’ results is provided in Table 2.
In the third phase, a direct comparison of the ranks of the models
made with different participants can be misleading because the
designs of highly skilled users tend to outrank those of less skilled
users, regardless of the approach that was used. It is more
appropriate to analyze how each participant fared when using
our approach compared with using CityEngine. To quantify the
extent of this preference, we calculated that for all of the pairs,
meaning the best model7 generated using our approach and the
best model8 generated using CityEngine by the same participant,
more reviewers preferred the models generated using our
approach is better than those generated by CityEngine.

We also calculated the probability of receiving a positive
judgment in the third phase, which resulted in a high probability
of 91% with a confidence interval of [0.8376, 0.9521] and a
confidence level of 95%.

4.2. Discussion

In this section, we will discuss some of the differences
between these two procedural modeling approaches that could
account for the difference in quality of the models produced in
our user study.

The first difference is that the rule system may be established
for different design patterns. The rules in our semantic procedural
modeling method are naturally categorized by their concept domains,
7 It was chosen by five experts in the second phase.
8 It was chosen by the five experts in the second phase.



Table 2
User study results: each row is the comparison result of a different reviewer (a–j)

of the two-model pairs generated by the study participants. The gray boxes

indicate positive judgments, and the red boxes indicate negative judgments.
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which may be regarded as a ‘‘top-down’’ design pattern. The rules
in CityEngine are parallel or non-hierarchical, which may increase
the cost to manage them and sometimes even increase the redun-
dancies in the rule system and lead to low performances in the
efficiency ratio.

Another difference is with the basic elements that each
procedural modeling approach used. CityEngine uses basic geo-
metrical objects, such as area and volume, while our approach
uses the semantic components incorporating ontology techni-
ques. We found that users were more immediately comfortable
with the grammar for basic geometrical objects in the case of
architecture modeling, such as structured modern architectures.
However, we also found that using the semantic components may
generate superior results when constructing unstructured com-
plex architectures, e.g., ancient Chinese architectural heritages,
because of the following: in the semantic procedural approach,
the components are hierarchical in natural semantic cognition,
which may help designers to be more focused on the design of
spatial combinations and coherent styles; the semantic proce-
dural approach enables users to attach additional ontology
descriptions with both FOL (first order logic) and DL (Description
logic) rules, which can provide more accurate descriptions of the
targets; and the semantic components in our approach could
support automatic annotations by instinct.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed three challenges of the procedural
modeling method in digital architectural heritages and presented
a general framework to construct large-scale, similar 3D models
of digital architectural heritages and culture annotations. We also
evaluated our approach via experiments and sample cases.

We are now focusing on increasing the procedural modeling
system’s scalability and ease of use. Another issue we are currently
addressing is how to discover more useful hidden patterns using
machine learning algorithms and data mining techniques.
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